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LABEL 
 

Dear reader,  

 

I have a story for you, a story about an old man. It’s an old man’s story. No. Scrap 

that. It’s my story about an old man. Wait, it’s a story for story’s sake. Hold on, forget 

everything I’ve just said. It’s actually your story about me following an old man. 

Okay, so that’s settled: it’s your story following me while I follow an old man, right? 

(Just so you know, if you continue reading you will be expected to fulfil certain 

‘readerly’ obligations). Read On.  

 

An old man is about to be described. Description is a process, not unlike an infinite 

game of charades, in that we stick invisible words or phrases on a bare frame, like 

‘old man’. The frame will then embody the descriptions and behave accordingly. This 

is a necessary process, because as you will witness further down the page, an old man 

dissipates if he doesn’t have adjectives and similes to relate to.  

At this particular moment, he’s wearing only two labels, gender and age, old 

and man. The old man is light, and like a helium-filled balloon he might float away. 

To ensure he remains with us we must weigh him down. Let’s begin with something 

significant, like his name. The old man’s name is Crystal. And on an elemental level, 

just like crystal, he is comprised of tiny insignificant bits of carbon. Carbon weighs 

more than helium, so that should quash the floating sensation.  

 

What else, my dear reader, would you like to know... 
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… Without a response, I wonder if you are still there. Perhaps you’ve stopped 

reading. I wouldn’t blame you. But maybe (just maybe) you’re one of those quiet type 

readers silently fulfilling your readerly obligations.  

 

We’ve arrived at a textual crossroad. Should I continue describing an old man named 

Crystal? Or completely change direction and discuss actual crystal. This decision is 

difficult. The question is, would you be more inclined to continue reading if we were 

examining carbon bonding in crystal matter. It’s very interesting. We could marvel 

over how graphite and diamond are chemically identical but have different crystal 

structures, which make them appear physically different. And pore over face-centred 

cubic lattices and Pythagoras’ Theorem. But if we choose to talk carbon atoms and 

crystal class I’ll have to start this story again. And you may change shape and I have 

deadlines. So forget about it. Drop it. We’re sticking with your story about me 

following Oldman Crystal (yes, I’ve slightly rearranged his name. I think it sounds 

better, don’t you). Be Patient – we’re getting there.    

 

Oldman Crystal is an environmentalist. He is a half-recycled minor character from 

another story I once wrote (as I said, I have deadlines, not time to sit around writing 

new characters). His favourite saying is ‘recycle, reuse, reduce.’ And he was more 

than willing to tweak his character to suit this leading role. Oldman Crystal is a label-

bashing labelphobe and a chronic label thief.  

                                  He has white hair.  

                  A bristly grey beard.  

                           Blue overalls hang loosely from his herculanum-font 

frame.                    
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                                              Herculanum-font suggests bony yet strong.  

                       A bony yet strong product of text. And at this particular moment he’s 

becoming inundated with label-stick. He feels heavy, and like a lead balloon in water, 

he can’t float.    

Did I mention that he has wild-green eyes and a scratchy-brown voice? And 

that he’s a guru, a master of transcending subjectification, offering journeys into 

liminality and releasing the shackles of language. That’s why I followed him. In case 

you were wondering.    

 I followed him into a space where nothing could be defined or identified. ‘So 

as not to be distracted,’ he told me. His words were round and hollow. I felt 

buoyant. He held out his cupped hands and gestured for me to hold out mine. Then he 

placed a little bundle of tangled black letters into my palm. After which he spoke:  

‘I’d like to direct your attention to a recent article, “The Art of 

Delabelling”, found in “The Anti-Labelling Movement Resistance 

Journal”, 2013, p. 666.’  The letters in my hands began moving, tickling my skin. 

The black letters rearranged, changed shape, and formed a floating body of text. 

Which said:  

 

‘Nonadhesive perspiration resists the sticky 

nature of labels to stick. Labelled dialect dictates 

labelling. Eight legs spin labelled webs, tracking and 

trapping labelphobes, labelling them derelict. Labelled 

for label negligence. Swiftly bending dipping legs, 

shimmering translucent hairy legs, labelled legs: coxa, 

trochanter, femur, patella, tibia, metatarsus, tarsus, claw – 
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miniscule black sticky spider claw, scoops up winged bodies and labels them 

flies.’ 

  

I had no idea what was happening. Why had I followed an old man into a strange 

space? And how had the strange man made the paper-free letters dance? When he 

spoke for the third time, he began delabelling himself. It was like a game of charades 

in reverse. With eyes shut and arms outstretched, he listed the labels he’d acquired 

throughout his lifetime:  

 

‘Male baptised Catholic christened Crystal (although not by choice)   

Brother son effeminate boy   Black yellow blue wild green-eyed student 

teacher    white tanned tall (although only on my mother’s side)  

grey-bearded white-haired human…’   

 

And as he spoke letters began falling from his frame, dissolving as they fell, leaving 

transparent letter-shaped gaps behind. He continued:  

 

‘Athletic slow  pragmatic mystic  sandy wonderer  perpetrating 

victim  oldman carbon  repulsive magnet  gullible skeptic  discreetly 

gay (although, not by choice, but insofar as choice is choosing to have 

choice)  apathetic herculanum-font  phlegmatic neurotic  co-

dependently capable…’  

 

And then I couldn’t see him anymore. He was nothing but a voice projecting from 

where a face used to be: 

 

‘This example of freeform label purging, can be attempted here now, 

or in the privacy of your own head later.’  
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‘Ahem,’ I coughed politely, ‘what in hell is going on…’ An unfamiliar voice trailed 

off. That unfamiliar voice was my own.  

  At this point, Oldman Crystal was not even a voice but only a sound. A 

robotic, distorted, loud and urgent sound:   

 

‘Who am I  

without labels?  

What is my  

              role  

outside of labels?  

Will I still  

            exist  

outside of labels  

And, if so,  

for how long  

can I exist  

in liminality? 

What previously defined me?  

What defines me now?  

Am I defined  

                   in  

                     space  

only by  

the boundaries  

of my  

       own skin?  
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or am I  

defined  

          in  

            space  

only by  

the boundaries  

of your  

          skin?  

SKIN,  

just  

another  

label.’ 

 

The sound became less audible and more distorted. Like quiet chanting the sound 

sounded. 

 

‘Boycott labelphiles  

Defy labels  

Resist labelling 

Collect labels, burn labels  

Forget labelling, lose labels, hide labels  

Label abstractly, label domination, label abomination 

Label deconstruction, unthink labelling, extract labels, map 

labels, trap labels, negate labels  

labelling prohibited.’ 

 

Then there was nothing. Nothing but a memory.  
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And then, dear reader, and I say ‘dear’ with absolute sincerity, because, without your 

participation as my reader, these ordered letters would have less purpose. And then, 

dear reader, lunch was over and I went back to work.   


